ACCESSIBLE SIENNA

With BraunAbility and Vantage Mobility International (VMI)
Toyota’s authorized conversion companies, BraunAbility and Vantage Mobility International (VMI),
are pleased to offer wheelchair accessible conversions for the all-new 2021 Toyota Sienna.
Available first quarter, 2021, these vans will be sold through a network of BraunAbility and VMI
mobility dealers. Toyota dealerships can take care of their customers with mobility challenges by
directing them to BraunAbility and/or VMI through Toyota's internal referral system. These solutions
can be adapted to meet the specific needs of the customer. For example, customers with walking
disabilities who don’t need a wheelchair accessible solution may appreciate a power, rotating, lift-up
seat which will now be available through BraunAbility dealers for installation in any of the first two
row seating locations (driver, front passenger, rear passenger positions).
We at Toyota are proud to support efforts to provide mobility for all.

The power doors, ramp
deployment and kneeling
operation are all coordinated
through the Sienna’s original
smart key remote.

The kneeling feature allows for a
comfortably low ramp angle while the
door is open, which then raises to a safe
driving height with the door closed.

To become accessible, the original floor is
modified and lowered for a power chair user
to enter safely and even drive from their
chair with the use of hand controls or other
assistive devices.

(Shown above: 2021 Sienna prototype shown with (VMI) Northstar conversion)

The BraunAbility and VMI partnership also
means expanded feature availability,
including installations of lift-up seats.
(2021 Sienna prototype shown with
BraunAbility Turny Evo mobility seat)

Vehicles with mobility services’ adaptive equipment are modified by a third party. Those modifications may affect fuel economy, driving
performance, durability, and the safety of the vehicle. They may also affect the performance of Toyota Safety Sense and may affect the new
vehicle limited warranty.

